
ON STRUCTURES OF INFINITE MODULES

BY

R. E. JOHNSON

Much of the literature on the structures of modules applies to those

modules which possess a finite basis. The present paper is the development

of a structure theory for particular infinite modules with countable bases.

Generality of results is not as much the aim of the paper as is the application

to problems concerning infinite matrices.

For a commutative field P, S is assumed to be a universal P-moduIe

which has a countable P-basis. A principal ideal ring Q which contains P is

considered as an operator domain of S. Then the main topic studied is under

what conditions submodules of S have proper ()-bases.

In the first place, a complete characterization is given for the proper

<2-bases of any Q-submodule of S. This is represented as an infinite matrix,

and is called the characteristic matrix of the submodule.

The finite case is studied in the third section. The results obtained are

comparable with those of Ingraham and Wolf [3]Q-) and Chevalley [l]. The

principal theorem is that every (J-module which possesses a finite Q-basis

has a proper Q-basis.

The concepts of primitivity—defined somewhat as Chevalley defines it—

and index play an important role in determining conditions for a Q-module

to have a proper <2-basis. In order to find these conditions, the non-regular

elements H of a are split from S. The resulting Q-module S/B is regular.

Then necessary and sufficient conditions are found for both H and 'S/H to

have a proper Q-basis.

If the operator domain of S be considered as Q/(m), m not a unit of Q,

then in the fifth section it is seen that S possesses a proper Q/(w)-basis.

As an application of these results, S is taken to be the set of all vectors

over P of order type co which are finitely nonzero. The total operator domain

of S is a certain ring of infinite matrices, STJCo,. Then any element A of Ww can

be transformed into a direct sum of finite matrices only if 2 has a proper

P[A ]-basis.

The algebraic theory assumed herein can be found in almost any book

on modern algebra—specific attention is called to MacDuffee [4] and

Zassenhaus [5].

1. Introduction. Let P denote a commutative field, and Q a principal ideal
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ring which contains P(*). The universal P-module (linear set over P) of all

modules discussed below will be labelled by S. It is assumed to have Q as an

operator domain. While E will in general have an infinite number of elements,

yet only finite sums are ever considered. Small Greek letters will always de-

note elements of E, capital Greek letters will stand for subsets of E, and

small Latin letters will be used for elements of Q.

For subsets Si, E2, • • • of E, E1VE2V • • • is used to denote the least

P-module in S which contains all 2», while S1AE2A ■ ■ ■ denotes the set-

theoretic intersection of all 2». If the 2<, *==1, 2, • • • , are P-modules, and

E' = EiVH2V • • • 1 then 2' is the supplementary sum of the 2», written

S* = Hi + E2 + • • •

in case the representation of every element of E' by sums of elements in the

2< is unique. This is equivalent to the condition

E* A (Ei V E2 V • • • V S*~i) = 0,       k = 2, 3, • • • .

For E2CE1, Ei — E2 is the set of all elements of Ei not in 2g.

The universal P-module E is said to have the P-basis (£1, £2, • • • ), finite

or infinite, if
E = P[£i, £2, • • • J,

this last being the set of all finite combinations Za»f>> i,6P. If the set

(£i> ?2> • • • ) is P-linearly independent—that is, for every finite sum Za»'£» = 0,

all a, = 0—this basis is called regular. In this case one has

E = Pix + P£2 + • • • , Pfc = Pfcj.

The following axiom is assumed throughout the paper.

Fundamental Axiom. The universal module E has a countable P-basis.

A consequence of this axiom (see Ingraham [2 ]) is

Theorem 1.1. Every P-submodule Ei of E has a proper P-basis.

The set (£1, £2, • • • ) is a <2-basis for Ei in case Ei = Q [£1, £2, • • • ]. The set

Ei is a O-module in case £>£C£i for every ££Si.

Definition 1.2. A set of elements (£1, £2, • ■ ■ ) is a proper Q-basis of Ei,

and is thus Q-linearly independent, if and only if

(1) ti 9* Q, i = 1, 2, • • • ,

and

(2) Ei = Oil + Oi2 + • • • .

(2) As a particular instance of these concepts, we can consider P as the rational field and Q

the ring P[x] of all polynomials in the indeterminate x with coefficients in P. The first part of

§6 might well be read first to give one a concrete example of the sets Q and E.
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An element a of Q is an annihilator of £ if a£ = 0. If ai and a2 are two an-

nihilators of £, then b&i+btas is an annihilator of £ for any two elements

b\ and o2 of Q. Thus the set of all annihilators of £ form an ideal. Since Q is

by assumption a principal ideal ring, this ideal is principal of the form (h).

As h divides all annihilators of £, it will be called a minimum annihilator of £.

It is unique up to a unit factor.

Definition 1.3. If a£ = 0 implies a = 0, then £ is called regular. If every

nonzero element of a Q-module Si is regular, then Si is called regular.

If £ and 7} are two non-regular elements of S with minimum annihilators

ai and a2, respectively, then for any elements bi and 62 of Q, 6i£+&2?7 is

annihilated by flia2. Thus the set of all non-regular elements of S forms a

Q-module which we shall label H. Suppose (771, %,•••) is a P-basis for H,

with hi the minimum annihilator of 77,. Then we have defined a set (pi, p2, ■ • ■)

of primes of Q, which are all the distinct prime factors of the hi, i = 1, 2, • • •

(p and q are not distinct if p =qc, c a unit). Now any element 77 of H is of the

form 77 =Zi=iai'?(> ßt'SP, so 57 is annihilated by some product of the primes p,.

For any element p of Q, let Hp be the set of all elements of H annihilated by

some power of p. Then Hp is a <2-module.

Theorem 1.4. H=HPl+HP2 +

To prove this, let t) be any element of H, and let XI™-De its minimum

annihilator. Then there exist elements Si such that

t s, n Pi = 1.

If

'Jy = *i TL Pi'v,
t'=l,tW

then r)iEiHVi, 17 =??i+j72-|- • • • 4-T7„.

As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we have that for any

Q-module HCH,

H1 = Fi A HP1 + Hi A Hp, 4- • ■ • .

Any P-module Si is fundamentally an abelian group, so that the quotient

group Si/S2 is well defined for any P-submodule S2 of Si, and is itself a

P-module. Likewise, if Si and S2 are Q-modules with S2CSi, then Si/S2 is a

C2-module.
If Hi is the set of all non-regular elements of the Q-module Si, then Si/-ffi

has elements of the form (£4-i?i) (this should not be confused with the supple-

mentary sum—it means the set of all elements of the form £+77, y(E.Hi) for

££Si. Suppose a(£+/ii) = (Hi) for some element aEQ, £SESi— Hi. Then

a£G77i so that a = 0. Thus Si/i/i is a regular Q-module.
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2. Invariants of proper Q-bases. Let Si, a Q-module, have a proper Q-basis

(<7i> • • ' » |i» £*» * * •)( the £< being regular elements, and ij< having mini-

mum annihilator g,-, «' = 1, 2, • • • . If jf7i = (3[-7i, 7?2, • • • ], ßi = (?[£i, £2, ■ • • J,

then Si = /fi + ßi, HxCH.

Definition 2.1. The infinite matrix (nrs; r = 0, 1, 2, • • • ; s = l, 2, • • • ),

which nr, is the number of the g,-, j = 1, 2, • • • , divisible by p' but not by

p'r+1 for r, s = 1, 2, • • • , awtf n0, is the cardinal number of the set (£1, £2, • • • )>

s = l, 2, • • • , is called the characteristic matrix(f) of the proper Q-basis

(vu »Ah • • • 1     fit, • • • )• T'fa elements of this matrix are integers or f$0-

Theorem 2.2. TTze characteristic matrix is an invariant of the class of all

proper Q-bases of Si.

To prove this, let (17,1, 77,2, • • • , £n, £#, • • • ), j= 1, 2, be two proper

Q-bases of Si, with the regular and 77,,- annihilated minimally by q,i,

i= 1, 2, • - • . The number of elements of the set (0,1, q,?, • • • ) divisible by p'

but not by psT+1 is denoted by r, s = 1, 2, • • • . The cardinal number of the

set (£ji, £,-2, • • • ) is denoted by nj0„ so that wj0i = «?o2= • • • . We shall first

show that Mm = «2ii-

Select fa from Q so that qa = Pi'rij with the greatest common divisor of

pi and fa, denoted (pi, f#), equal to 1. The nonzero elements of the set

(fit Vn> fß Vi2, • • ■ ) are Q-linearly independent: let us relabel these nonzero

elements (an, a,2, ••'•). Then

(1) Qau + Qai2 4- • • • = Qa21 4- Qai2 + ■■■ ,

this being the set HPl of all elements of Hi annihilated by some power of pi.

If win =«211 = ^0, the first step of the proof is concluded. Thus assume

Wiii = «<iSo. Let us separate the a^ into the sets (ßji, ßn, • ■ • ), (7,1,7,2, • • • )

with the first set being all the a,-< annihilated by pi, and the second set the re-

mainder of the ctji. It is observed that no member of the set (ßn, ßn, • • ■ , /?i„)

could be in the module Q[72i, 722, • • • ]. For if

011 = 51 C»72i,
»-l

then each c< must be divisible by pi as pi annihilates ßn, but does not annihi-

late any 7,<. Thus ßn = piy. However, yGQ[ßn, ßw, ■ • • , Tu. 712, • • • \, say

■ f

7 = zZ dißu + zZ 6ftU>
i-1 i-1

so that /3n =Zi-i^ie«7i'' which is impossible. From (1), we have

(s) This bears no relationship with the ordinary concept of characteristic matrix. The name

was chosen because of the connection between this matrix and the characteristic divisors of

certain infinite matrices.
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m,-

ßli = 23 blijßij + pihi,        ou G ö[721, 722, • • • J,

n

ß2% = 23 bzijßij + pi82i,      82i G öIth» 7i2, * • • j.

A substitution yields, if we let m be the maximum nn, and'&ii, = 0, nti<j^m,

m n

ßu = 23 23 bujb2jkßik +

(2)
n m

foi = 23 22 b2ijb\jkß2k + />i52-

From the Q-linear independence of the sets (ßn, ßj2, • • • , <y«fj» 7/b • • • ) one

must have pi8i=pi82 = 0. If the matrices Bx and B2 are defined as

Bi = (bj„) r = i, • • • , n; s = 1, • • • , m),

B2 = (b2rs; r = 1, • • • , m; s = 1, • • • , n),

then from (2) one can conclude (using Ik as the unit matrix of order k2)

B\B2 = In,      B2Bi = Im.

However Bi and B2 have elements in the field Q/(pi), so that m and n must

be equal. Also, from (2), for t>n,

n m

ßn = 23 23 b2xjb\jkß2k
j=i *=i

which is impossible, as the set (ßti, ß®, • • • ) is Q-linearly independent. The

conclusion is that there are n elements in the set (ßn, ß22, • • • ), so that

«111 =«211-

In order to show that nnt = n2u, consider the set p1~1HPl, which has the two

proper (if we exclude the zero elements) Q-bases (p\~1ciji, p'i~1a]2, • ■ ■ ),

j = l, 2. From the paragraph above, the number of nonzero elements annihi-

lated by pi in each basis is the same. This number must be the number of qa

divisible exactly by p\—so that Mn<=«2i(.

We need only to show that «i0i = W201 to complete the proof. Let

mi,

hi = 22 bijkV2k + 22 difi£«»t      j = 1. 2, • • • , »ioi,
* k-l

ti) = 23 b2jkr)u + 23 d2jk£ik,      j = 1, 2, • • • , »201.
* k=l

Case 1. Let «101 = V5o, «201 finite: if m be the maximum m2j,j— 1, 2, • • • ,n20i,

then EiCQhn, ?7i2, • • • , £11, £12, • • 4 , £im] which is impossible.
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Case 2. Let «101, w201 both be finite: then there exists an element c£<2 such

that
"201

c£u = c23 dij&u, j = 1, 2, • • • , w101,

niol

c%2j = C 22 dij&li, 7 =  1, 2, • • • , »201.
i=l

If Dit = (dkrs), k = l, 2, then by the method above

cDiZ>2 = c/„101,      cD2Di = <;/„,„,.

As Q can always be imbedded in a field, we can consider Dx and Z>2 as having

elements in a field, so that »101 = «201- Thus the characteristic matrices of the

two bases must be equal.

Consider again the proper Q-basis for Si given at the beginning of this

section. If q_\ = cp\ ■ • ■ p\, c a unit and all      1, then let

<S 'n J1 J* . *" *1 'n-l

111 = Pi, 4 • • Pi„Vl>      V12 — PilPh " - - PinVU * * * I      Vln — Ph • • • Pin-tfl-

We see that <2<7i = C?'7ii + <2'7i2+ ' ' - +<2'7i» where each 171,- is minimally an-

nihilated by a power of a prime. Now this can be done for every 77,, so it is

apparent that Si has a proper Q-basis (ßi, ß2, • ■ ■ , £1, £2, • • ■ ), with the

regular and the ßi possessing powers of primes as minimum annihilators.

With the use of this basis, the completeness of the invariant characteristic

matrix (nrs) will be shown by the following

Theorem 2.3. For any set (ti, r2, ■ ■ • ) of elements of Q such that the number

of these elements divisible by p\ but not by psT+l is nr„ there exists a proper Q-basis

(«i, «2, • • • , £1, f»> * • ' ) of Si, with rj the minimum annihilator of a,, and «0i

the number of elements in the set (£1, £2, • • • ).

If rx = cp\ • • • p\l, all ti>0 and c a unit, then let j\ be the minimum integer

such that ßjt has minimum annihilator p\, and, in general, let j, be the

minimum integer such that ß,-t has minimum annihilator p\\ Now define

«i =/3)1+iö)'2+ ' ' ' +/3jt, so that oil has minimum annihilator rx. Discard

ßiv ßh< " " • 1 ßik from the set (ßi, ß2, ■ • • ), and with the remaining set carry

through a similar process for r2, obtaining a2. From Theorem 2.2, there will

be precisely enough elements in the set (ßi, ß2, ■ • • ) to carry this process to

completion, using all the r'?. We can use the same regular elements in the

new basis as in the old one. This completes the proof.

Corollary 2.4. If all the elements of Hp are annihilated by some power of

the prime p, and Hp has a proper Q-basis, then the number of elements in any

proper Q-basis of Hp is an invariant of Hv.
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If a proper Q-basis has an infinite number of elements, obviously any

Q-basis has an infinite number of elements. Suppose (771, • • • , 77«) is a proper

Q-basis of Hp, and (au • • • , am) any Q-basis. Then

m n

Vi = 22 aif*i> ai = 52 bjkVk,
j-1 k=l

so that
m

52 aabjk = 1 mod p   if  j = k,

= 0 mod p otherwise,

which is possible only if rnTzn. This leads to

Theorem 2.5. If Hp has a proper Q-basis, then the number of elements in

any Q-basis cannot be less than the number of elements in a proper Q-basis.

3. The finite case. Before the general case is studied, it is necessary to

consider those submodules of S which have finite Q-bases.

Lemma 3.1. // Hi has a finite Q-basis, and E1CS1, S2 a Q-module, then E2

has a finite Q-basis. The Q-basis for S2 can be chosen so as not to have more

elements than the given Q-basis for St.

To prove this, let (£1, £2, • ■ • , £«) be a Q-basis of St. For any m^n, there

exists a maximum ideal ctmCQ such that

am£m as Omod E2 V @{ft, £m-i].

As Q is a principal ideal ring, am = (sm). Select 77», G £2 so that

Vm = Sm£r»m0d Q [fi, £2, ■ • • , £m-l], Vm — 0    if    sm = 0.

Suppose »7GE2, so that 77 =22*=ia>£t Wltn a*£*^0. Then

0*£* ■ 77 mod Q[£i, £2, • • • ,

which implies

17 as bkVk mod Q[£i, £2, ■ • • , £*-i].

Thus 77 — bkVkGQ[Zu £2, • • • , £*-t], and by induction 77 =22*= A7?.-- This shows
that (771, 772, • • • , 77„) is a Q-basis for Eg, and establishes the lemma.

If (Iii £2, • ■ • » £J is a P-basis for the Q-module Si, then for any element

£GSi and any element &GQ, b not a unit, the set (£, 6£, • • ■ , d>£) must be

P-linearly dependent. Thus 22"-ia= 0 f°r some elements a,GP; we have

Lemma 3.2. If Si is o Q-module with a finite P-basis, then EiC-fiT.

Lemma 3.3. If Si is a Q-module with a finite Q-basis, and SiCZH, then Si

has a proper Q-basis.
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To prove this, let Ei = Q[£i, £2, • • • , £«] with £,• annihilated minimally by

Ti, so thatlJ?-!/",- annihilates St« Let (pi, pi, • • • , pm) be all the distinct prime

factors of the r<, i — 1, 2, • • • , n. If iJ< denotes the set of all elements of St

annihilated by some power of pi, then from Theorem 1.4,

Ei = Hi + H2 -f- • • • + Hm.

We will prove that each Hi has a proper Q-basis, which will imply a proper

Q-basis for St.
Denote by h the minimum integer such that p[1Hi=0. Then there exists

an element rjid.Hi for which p\ is the minimum annihilator. Recursively, if

tk is the minimum integer such that p\kHx = Q mod Q[vu Vi> ' ' ' > ''fc-iL

then there exists an element i7fc£ili which has p'f as minimum annihilator

mod Q[vu Vz> ' " ' > Vk-i]- It follows that h^k^ ■ • ■ ̂ 4.

Assume that the set (771, 772, • • • , Vk-i) is Q-linearly independent, and that

PiVk^O. From above, we must have

. k-l

PlVk = £ <M<.
1=1

If this equation be multiplied by the (tk-i — 4)th power of pi, it is appar-

ent that p'^dk-i (p'i divides a&_i). Similarly.Mt can be verified that pi\(ti,

i=l, 2, • • • , k — 1, so that aj = bip'f. Then if

jfe-i

TJfc = 774 — 23 ^•17i»
»=1

the set (771, 7?2, • • • , rik-i, Vk) is Q-linearly independent. If this process were

not finite, we would have a submodule of St containing an infinite proper

Q-basis. This is not possible in view of Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 3.1.

Theorem 3.4. If Si is a Q-module with a finite Q-basis, then Si has a proper

Q-basis.

This follows from Lemma 3.3 if all the elements of Si are non-regular.

Thus let Hi=iSiAHt^0, so that St/ETi is regular. As Si has a finite Q-basis,

so must Si/H: denote this basis by (ft, £2, • • • , £n), all £,^0.

Assume every Q-module contained in ai/Hx which is generated by k

or fewer elements has a proper (finite) Q-basis. Also assume that the set

(£1, £2, • • • , £*) is Q-linearly independent, and that £fc+i has a nonzero mini-

mum annihilator qk+i mod Q[£i, £2, • • • , £*]. Then there exist elements

<Zi, • • • , 2*GQ such that

4+1

23       = °.       fäli ?2, • • • , Qk+i) = 1.
<=i

In the case under consideration, it is well known (see MacDuffee [4,
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p. 227]) that there exists a matrix C= (c„) of (& + 1)2 elements with Ck+ij = q,;

7=1, 2, • • • , k + 1, such that | C\ =1 and C has a unique inverse B = (br,).

Let .
)b+l

oj = 2J i = 1, 2, ■ • • , £.
3-1

Remembering that Z<^ic*+i>£< = 0> we see that

& *+i

Z ö.-ya,- = 2J bitcs£t »= I<i i = 1, 2, • • • , & + 1.
;-l «,i-i

Thus Q'[aet, a2, • • • , a*]=(?[£i, £2, ■ ■ ■ , £fc+i]- By assumption, this set has a

proper Q-basis. An obvious induction leads to a proper Q-basis for Si/23i.

If this basis is (ft+Zft, ß2+Hu • • • , then

Si = Hi + (3/3i + Qß2 4- ■ • • 4- Qßt,

and the theorem follows.

4. The general case. We now turn to the consideration of any Q-sub-

module of S, and develop conditions under which it possesses a proper

<2-basis.

Definition 4.1. For the Q-modules Si, S2 with S2CSi, E2 is called primitive

in Si if, for every ££Si such that £££E2, pZ^O, there exists an element £i£Ei

for which p£i = 0, and £ + £1 £ S2.

Definition 4.2. If Si is a Q-module, then the index of an element ££Si,

written •*(£, Si), is defined as follows:

(1) For ££SiA-ff, £ minimally annihilated by JJj-ip'f, Pi a prime of Q and
tj^l for i=l, 2, • • • , k, i(£, Si) is the maximum integer s for which there

exists an element 7?£Si such that

rr pTh = rr >r%,  t *, - *.
3-1     3-1 3-1

(2) For £ regular, z(£, Si) is the maximum integer s for which there exist

primes qu q?., • ■ • , qn in Q and n £ Si such that

lc k

£ = IT q'h mod Si A H,      52 *$ = 5-
3=1 J—1

If in either case this maximum does not exist, i(£, Si) = °° : i(0, Si) =0.

If Si has non-regular component Hi, and r)(E_H\, then obviously i(rt, Hi)

= i(r], Si). Also, for S2CS1, ??£E2, i(n, Ed^iiv, Si).

Theorem 4.3. Let Si be a Q-module, and ai/\H=Hi+Hi+ ■ ■ ■ , IIs

=S,iAHPj. Then for any ridSiAH so that v = Vi+V2+ ■ ■ ■ +Vn, VjGHj,
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n

*(?. Ei) = z *(** Si).
y-i

To prove this, we first refer back to Theorem 1.4. If rj has minimum

annihilatorH?_i£i'', then there exist elements a,G<2 such that

n        n     t 71 t

(1) za, n pi - i.  m = Oj n pi^

If i{y\, Si) =5< <», then there exists an a£Si such that

(2) II PT\ = II P^a, ±s^s.
i=l t'=l j=l

From (1) and (2) we derive

tj-i tj+sj-i/     TnT    ti+3i \
Pi   Vi = Pi       [ai 11 a 1,

\   <=i,iw /

so that i(ij/, Ei) ^5,-. Thus

n

ifo, Ei) ̂  z »'(f;. Ei).
3=-l

On the other hand, let i(vi, Si) =r;, so that

ly ry+(y—1

Pi Vi = #y      «3i J = 1> 2, • • • , n.

From (1), this implies

we

(3) all p'i  n = z ?t   «*      a = z «y II ft.
1=1 3=1 3=1      1=1,lV/

As (a, £3) = 1, i= 1, 2, ■ • • , n, aä + p~p\pi ■ ■ ■ pn = 1 for some ä, pGQ- If

define c,- and dj,j = \, 2, •••,«, as solutions of the equations

ci II fi'  ' + diPi =1. i = 1. 2, • • • , n,
i—l.iflj

then for /3, =c3a,-, jf = 1, 2, • • • , n it follows that

«3 = II Pi   'ßh j = 1,2, ■ • • ,n.
i=i, iW

A substitution of this in (3) yields

n #r * = n pTi_ ( «z n
i=l »=1 \ j=l  1=1,UH r
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so that

i(yi, SO ̂  Z Kv* Si).
3-1

In case i(r], Si) = °°, it will be possible to find an a in (2) for which 5 ex-

ceeds any given number. Thus it must be possible to find an a for which one

of the Sj exceeds any given number. This implies i(j)j, Si) = °° for some value j.

Thus the theorem is seen to hold in all cases.

If rjdHp, p a prime, and 77 minimally annihilated by p', then for any

a GO, a=prai with (di, p) = l,

i(ari, Hp) = t(n, Hp) + r

in case r<t. This immediately leads to the following

Corollary 4.4. For t/GSiA-^, V minimally annihilated byUS-iPi, ana"

a=aiTlT=iP'i, ai a unit, m^n, and arjj^O,

n

i(av, Si) =       Si) +   Z ri-
j-l.r,<t,-

For a regular element £ of Ei,

m

i(a£, Si) = i(f, Ei) + Z ri-
3-1

The importance of the concepts of primitivity and index in connection

with our problem is seen in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.5. Let the Q-module E2 be primitive in the Q-module Si, and

either SiCZHp for some prime p or Ei be regular. Then, for any element £ of

Si — S2 such that i(£, Si/E2)=0 and £ has the same minimum annihilator

mod S2 and mod 0, E2+C?£ is primitive in Si.

In the first place, if SiC-f^p, then £ will have some power of p, say p', as

minimum annihilator. By assumption, a£ = 0 mod E2 implies a£ = 0, so that

the sum S2 + 0I is supplementary. Let p' be the minimum annihilator

mod (E2 + <2£) of an element 17GE1, with p'y^O mod S2. Thus p'rj =a£ mod E2

forsome aG<2> so thatt'(a£, S1/E2) ^s. Ha = bpr, (b, p) = 1, then i(a£, E1/E2) =r

by Corollary 4.4. Thus s^r, so that p'(r\—pT~'b^) = Q mod S2. As S2 is primi-

tive in Si, there must exist an element £1 of Si for which £s£i = 0 and

77— £r~*&£-|-£iGS2- This last can be written 77+£1GE2-r-<2£, which establishes

the primitivity of E2-r-(?i; in Si.

In case Si is regular, let 77 be a nonzero element of Si for which

av = 0 mod E2+(?£, a^O. This means that there exists an element 2>GQ such

that at] = b^ mod S2. If (a, b) =d = ra-\-sb, b=db\, a=da\, then let ^ — r^+st].

We then see that a£2=d£ mod E2, or, because of the primitivity of S2 in Ei,
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£=fli£2 mod Sj. As i(£, S1/S2) =0, ai must be a unit of £) so that a\b and

#7=afl77i£ mod E2. Thus ?7£S2+(?£ and the theorem is established.

Now suppose Si is a (?-module, and ai/H has a proper Q-basis, Hi being the

set of all non-regular elements of Si. Let this basis be (£i+.£zi, £2+^1» • • ■ )•

If y^Lig,-£,- = 0 mod Hi, then ö,£,=0 mod Hi, i= 1, 2, so that £, = 0,

i= 1, 2, • • • , n. Thus

Si = Hi 4- 01, 4- Q& + • • • ,

and the following theorem is seen to hold in view of Theorem 1.4.

Theorem 4.6. If Si is a Q-module, then Si has a proper Q-basis if and

only if
(1) each nonzero SiAHp. has a proper Q-basis, i = 1, 2, • • • , and

(2) Si/SiA-ff has a proper Q-basis in case Si?4Si A-^-

Theorem 4.7. 1/ Si Aas a proper Q-basis, then all the elements of Si have

finite index in Si.

To establish this, suppose first thati(?7, Si) = °° for an element nG.H A Si.

From Theorem 4.3, we see that there must exist an integer r and an element

«G^PrASiSuch thati(a, iZ^ASi) = *>. LetiJ3,rAEi = <2'?i + <2»?2 + • ■ • , and
a =Z"= iaiVi- By assumption, if a has minimum annihilator p\, there exist

elements a.G-fz^ASi and integers ti<h< • • • such that

t-i tj
Pr    Ct = pr Oij, J = 1, 2, • • • .

If a, =ZfLiaj<'7<» then

(-1 tj

pT a{i\i = /v a Mi, i = 1, 2, • • • , n; j = 1, 2, • ■ • .

However, each 77» is annihilated by some power of pT: therefore this last equa-

tion implies that p'r~1a = 0, which contradicts our assumptions. Thus no non-

regular element of Si can have infinite index.

Now assume i(£, Si) = °° for a regular element £ of Si. Let a proper

<2-basis of Si be (171, »72, • • • , £1, £2, • • • ), with the rjidH and the £< regular.

Thus ££=p2~3i-ia»'£«! P^O. By assumption, there must exist nonzero elements

Ii, ridQ and /3y£Si such that rfe=rjqß5, j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , with the number of
prime factors of q, increasing with j. If

•j

'ißi = *iZ2 <**£<, i = 1. 2, • • • ,
<-i

then

prjZZ a&i = PqfiZZ af£(> 7 = 1, 2, • • • .

Thus
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prj{di — qjifdii = °> i = 1, 2, • • • , w; / = 1, 2, • • • ,

so that
ai ~ Qiaa>  » = If 2, • • • , n; j = 1, 2, • • • .

If Oi has prime factors, then j can be taken so large that q, has more than U

prime factors, t = 1, 2, • • • , n. This is impossible, so that no regular element

of Si can have infinite index. This establishes the theorem.

Theorem 4.8. Let Hx be a Q-module with the property that every element of

Hi is annihilated by some power of the prime p. Then Hi has a proper Q-basis if

and only if for every primitive set HuCH, H2 having a finite Q-basis, all the

elements of Hi/H2 have finite index.

To prove the necessity of this condition, let Hi = Q-qi-\-Qr\2-\- ' • ■ and de-

fine Hi = Qvi+Qv2Jr ■ ■ ■ +Qvk- For any Q-submodule H2 of Hi which

possesses a finite Q-basis, there exists an integer n such that H2CZH". Thus

Hl/Ht = Qai + Qa2 + ■ ■ ■ + Qam

by Theorem 3.4. This shows that

Bi/H, = Qai + Qa2 + ■ ■ ■ + Qam + Qr,n+X + QVn+i H-,

and thus all the elements of Hi/H2 have finite index by Theorem 4.7.

To establish the converse, let (771, r?2, • • • ) be any Q-basis of Hi. Assume

that rm is a Q-module primitive in Hi, Tm has a proper Q-basis (ai,at, • • ■ , am),

and i(a,; H1/T'-1) =0, j= 1, 2, • • • , m with r° = 0. Also assume

Qfoi, »72, • • • , Vk-i] cr-c Hi.

If i(y]k, Hi/Ym) =r>0, with p'1 the minimum annihilator of nk mod Tm, then

there exists an am+iGffi such that

p'^Vk m p'+'i-'am+i mod rm,       /'r+,Iam+i = 0.

Thus i(am+i, Hi/Tm) =0, and by Theorem 4.5, rm+1 = rm+Qam+i is primitive

in Hi. If p'2 is the minimum annihilator of rjk mod rm+1, then t2<ti. As above,

there exists an am+2E:Hi, i(am+2, Hi/Ym+l) =0, and Ym+1 + Qam+2 is primitive

in Hi. There will exist an integer w and elements am+3, am+4, • • • , am+n(EHi,

with r»+" = Qai+0cftH-+Qam+n, i(ah H/Y^1) =0, j = 1, 2, • • • , m+n,
and rm+n primitive in Hu such that

Qfoi, »72, • • • ,Vk] CYm+"CHi.

Thus, by induction, there exist elements on, a2, • • • Gi?i such that

Ei = Qai + Qa2 + ■ • • .

Corollary 4.9. If the Q-module Si is annihilated by a nonzero element

h£zQ, then Si has a proper Q-basis.
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If h^UttPf, then

Si =Hi + Hi + •: • + fjkJ'Ä* =0, i = 1, 2, • • • , n.

Thus for any Q-module HS C.H,, all the elements of H,/HI have finite index,

and the corollary follows from Theorem 4.8.

Theorem 4.10. If Ei^EiA-ff, then Ei/EiAil has a proper Q-basis if and
only if, for every regular Q-module K C Si such that K has a finite Q-basis and

HAai+K is primitive in Si, all elements of SufSiAH+K have finite index.

The proof of this theorem is similar to that of the last theorem. If

lSiAH = Hi, and Si has a proper Q-basis, then Si = i7i + Öi, ßi a regular

Q-module. Let (£i, £2, • • ■ ) be a proper Q-basis for Qi. For any regular

Q-module K which possesses a finite Q-basis there exists an integer n such

that

Hi + K C Hi + QHx + Qh + ■ ■ ■ +

As in Theorem 4.8, we see that lEi/Hi-\-K has a proper Q-basis, and thus all

its elements have finite index.

Conversely, let Si = Q[/3i, ft, • • • ]VHh all ßi being regular. Assume that

we have found regular elements £i, in Si which are Q-linearly

independent such that, if T" = Q£i+Q£2+ ■ • ■ +Q£»+#i,

(1) Ei/r''-1) =0, / - 1, 2, • • • , m,

and

(2) Qlßußt, ■■■ ,ßk-i\ V #i C r» C Ei.

Thus Tm is primitive in Ei. If i(ßk, Ei/rm)?*0, then there exists an element

£m+iGEi such that

ßk = a^+imod r»,      i(|m+i, Ei/rm) = 0.

Thus

Q[ßu ß2, ••• , ßk\ V #i C       C Ei,

and the theorem follows by induction.

It is always desirable to have the important properties of any set carry

over to "admissible" subsets. In this case, the property of a module having a

proper basis should carry over to submodules. This was seen to be the case

for P-modules in Theorem 1.1. That such is also the case for Q-modules is

demonstrated in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.11. // Ei has a proper Q-basis, then any Q-submodule E2 of Si

also has a proper Q-basis.
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This is a consequence of Theorems 4.8 and 4.10. LetH,=HPlA a,;j = 1, 2,

and assume H^Q. Then for any primitive set H3C.H2, H3 having a finite

Q-basis, and any element riGH2, i(n, H2/H3) ^i(r), Hi/H3). Now, even though

H3 need not be primitive in Hi, i(t], Hi/H3)< 00. Thus i(r], H2/H3)< 00 so

that H2 has a proper Q-basis. A similar argument also shows that ^/HAEa

has a proper Q-basis, so that E2 has a proper Q-basis by Theorem 4.6.

5. The modular case. The statement that Q is an operator domain of S

carries with it the assumption that a£ = £>£ for all ££E implies a = b. We will

now consider the case in which a£ = &£ for all £GS implies a = b mod h, h not

a unit. This is equivalent to the statement that Q/(h) is an operator domain

of S. Let R = Q/(h) and h=Y]}=ip\i, p{ primes of Q and fc^l, 2, • • • , /.
As above, PCP, and the Fundamental Axiom will still be assumed.

If A is a prime, then R is a field and E is a regular P-module. Otherwise,

it is apparent that the minimum annihilators of the non-regular elements of

E are divisors of h. In this case, if £ is regular, pi£ is non-regular, so that in

view of Theorem 1.4 we have

(1) S = HPl 4- HP2 4- • • • + B,t.

Theorem 5.1. The set E has a proper R-basis.

If R is a field, this follows from Theorem 1.1. Otherwise, the proof will be

to show that HP1 has a proper P-basis, which will lead to a proper P-basis

for S in view of (1). For simplification, let HP1 = H, ti = n, pi = p, and de-

fine Hi to be the maximum submodule of H annihilated by p', O^i^n, Ho = 0.

ThusüoCHiC ■ • • CHn = H.

The l?-module Hm/Hm-i, 0<m^n, is annihilated by p. Let (£1, £2, ■ • • )(4)

be a P-basis for this P-module. Now discard all £, = 0 mod P[£i, £2, • • • , £<-i]

V-ffm-i- If we label the remaining set (£1, £2, • • • ), then this set is a proper

P-basis for Hm/Hm-i and is P-linearly independent in Hm. For, if

I
a& = °>      ak ^ Omod

•=1

then afc£4=.0 mod P[|i, £2, • • ■ , £4-1 ]V'Hm_i. However, as ak has an inverse

mod p, this implies that £^ = 0 mod P[£\, £2, • • • , £fc_i]V-ffm-i, which is im-

possible in view of the method of selection of £*,.

Assume that H/Hm+i has a proper P-basis a2, • • • ) for some integer

w, 0^m<n — 1, this basis being a P-linearly independent set in H. Let

(ft, ft, • • • ) be a proper P-basis for Hm+i/Hm. Now discard all ft such that

ft - 0 mod *fai, a2, • • • ] V Hm V P[ft, ft, • ■ • , ft-i].

Denote those remaining by (71, 72, • • • )• From the way that the set

(4) The basis is in reality £2+.ffm_i, ■ • • )—see the last paragraph of §1.
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a2, • • • , 7i, 72, • • • ) was chosen, it can be seen that it is a proper P-basis

for H/Hm. To show that this set is P-linearly independent in H, suppose

r k

pm+152 aioci = pm52 ca»
»=i «-i

where Ck is not congruent to zero mod p. Then Ck has an inverse mod p, so

that

yk = Omod R[au a2, ■ ■ ■ ] V Sm V R[yi, 72, • • ■ , 7i-iJ-

This contradicts the method of selection of yk- Thus, by induction, H = H/H0

has a proper P-basis.

6. Applications to infinite matrices. The ordered set (1, 2, • • • , n, • ■ • ) of

type co will be denoted by A. In what is to follow, x will denote a commutative

indeterminate over P, and P[x] will denote the polynomial domain in x

over P. The P-module to be used as the 2 above is defined as follows:

Definition 6.1. 2 is the P-module composed of all vectors (a,-; i£A) with

elements in P such that only a finite number of the elements in each vector are

different from zero. Addition is ordinary vector addition.

The vector t£A) with a, = l, a, = 0 for iptj is denoted by 5,-. The set

of vectors (St, 82, • • • ) is a proper P-basis for 2, and thus the Fundamental

Axiom is satisfied.

The total matric algebra of order n2 over P is denoted by 3)ln- If A is an

element of 3J?„, and rj is an element of the total vector space 93» of order n

over P, then Arj (considering 77 as an »X1 matrix) is again an element of 23n-

Thus A is an operator of 33„, and SD?« is the total operator domain of 3?„.

A total operator domain exists for 2, and is equivalent to the ring Tlu

below.

Definition 6.2. 9UW is the set of all matrices (ar,; r, s£A) over P with the

property that the vectors (ar,; r£A) are in a for all s£A.

For A, A =(aT,; r, s£A), B = (br,\ r, s£A), the sum and product

of these are defined as usual—that is,

AB = ^ J2 aHbi,\ r, s £ A^,      A + B = (a„ + brt; r, s £ A).

Under these operations of (finite) sum and product, Wlu is a ring. The ele-

ment 7=(ors; r, s£A), with ars = 0 for r^s, and orr = l is the unit element

of 9Jf„. The notation above will be simplified by omitting the range of the

indices when there is no chance of ambiguity. The notation 2~2< means that

the summation is taken over A.

The matrices of      are left operators of 2 under the following definition:
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for A G3)2M, ??GE with A = (o„), V = (d).

^ = ^ 23        i G A

One can think of Tlw also as a vector space with elements from E. If

AtEWla, A = (ars), then ^4 =(«,; *GA), where «, = (0^; *GA).

An element .4 of 3KW is regular in case A possesses an inverse in 9)cu. The

ring 9Jiu possesses elements which are semi-regular—that is, elements which

have a right inverse but not a left, or vice versa. Such an element is N defined

below (Definition 6.10). The element A is algebraic in case there exists a

nonzero m(x) G-f[x] such that m(A) =0. Thus, if A is algebraic, there exists

a polynomial h(x) of minimal degree, called the minimal polynomial of A,

such that h{A) =0.

For any non-algebraic element A of $Dt„, the polynomial domain P[.4] is

a principal ideal ring. In what is to follow, these principal ideal rings corre-

spond to the ring Q used above. In case A is algebraic with minimal poly-

nomial h(x), then ] is isomorphic to the ring P[x]/h(x), and the theory

of §5 is applicable.

Theorem 6.3. If (£1, £2, • • • ) is a proper P-basis for E, then C= (£<; s'GA)

is a regular element of 3)?w.

To prove this, we see that there must exist ö.vG-P such that 23<a<;£< = ki-

llet A = (are); then CA = I, so that A is a right inverse of C. Now CA C—C = 0,

so C(AC — 7)=0. If (AC—T) = (bre) ^0, there exists an integer n such that

V = (brn; rGA)?^0. Then Cr] = 23«'^™£» = 0> which contradicts the hypothesis

that (£1, £2, • • • ) is a proper P-basis for E. Thus ^4C = 7, and C is regular.

Definition 6.4. An element A of SKo, is said to be reducible if and only if £

has a proper P[A ]-basis.

The definition of direct sums of finite matrices (see [4, p. 237]) can be

carried over to ÜR«. Thus an element A of W.w is the direct sum (+) of the

elements Ai of 5DJ„ and A2 of 9JL, A =^4i-M2, if and only if, for A =(a„),
Ai = (ai„), Ai = (ai„), a,.=air, for r,s£n, ar+n,,+n = a2r, for r, sGA and other-

wise a„ = 0. By iteration, the direct sum of an infinite number of finite

matrices can be defined.

Definition 6.5. An element A of SOL is in reduced form in case A is the

direct sum of finite matrices.

As in the finite case, two elements A and B of Wu are similar in case there

exists a regular element T of 3JcM such that B = T~lA T.

Theorem 6.6. If A is reducible, then any element B similar to A is also

reducible.

>
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Let E = P[A]h+P[A]h-\-, B = T~1AT.  Now define
n = l, 2, • • • . Then S = P[B]rll+P[B]r]2+ ■ ■ ■ , so that B is reducible.

Theorem 6.7. If A is in reduced form, then A is reducible.

That this is true is a consequence of the fact that 93„ has a proper

P[B]-basis for any BEWln.

Theorem 6.8. If A is reducible and all the elements of S are non-regular

with respect to P[A ], then A is similar to an element B in reduced form.

Let a = P[A ]£i+P[A ]£24- • • • , with hi(A) the minimum annihilator of

If ti is the degree of h,(x), then

<<-i
ht{x) = x'< + 2J aijX'.

Now define

T = (£,, Ah, ■■■ ,A        & A&, •■■ ,A        ■ ■ ■ ),

so that T£ffll„. By Theorem 6.3, T is regular in Wu. If A, is the companion

matrix(5) of hi(x), so that AiE.Tlt., then

T-'AT = Ai + A2 + ■ ■ ■ ,

and the theorem is established.

This theorem does not include the important case of algebraic matrices.

However, in view of Theorem 5.1, a similar proof leads to

Theorem 6.9. If A is algebraic with minimal polynomial m(x), then A is

similar to an element B in reduced form. If B =Bi+B2+ • ■ • , then each Bi is

the companion matrix of some divisor of mix).

Definition 6.10. The elements N and N" of Tlu are defined as follows:

N = (52, h, ■ ■ ■ ),      N° = 0,

N» = {Mi, N252, N%, N38t, N'S*,, N%, ■ ■ ■ ).

That powers of N are of fundamental importance in the study of reducible

matrices is seen in the following

Theorem 6.11. If A is reducible, A not algebraic, and S is a regular

P[A \-module, then A is similar to some power of N.

To prove this, let

s = p[A]ti + p[A]i2 + • • • + p[A]in.

If n< oo, let

(6) This is the tiXti matrix with l's directly below the main diagonal, —am, —an, • • • ,

—a,ii-i as the last column, and O's elsewhere.
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T = &ii £U, Aiu Ah, ■■■ , Ah, A%, A%, • • • , A%, ■■■).

Then T~lAT' = Nn. However, if w= °°, let

T= (Si,       h,A*h,Ah, £i, •■•)•

Then T~lAT = Nw, and the theorem follows.

The author intends to deal at greater length in a subsequent paper with

matrix algebras of different order types. However, a matrix algebra of order

type w2 will be considered briefly here.

Denote the ordered set (1, 2, • • • , co + 1, w+2, • • • ) of type w2 by A2.

Let H2 be the P-moduIe composed of all vectors (a*; i£A2) over P, with only

a finite number of the elements of any vector being different from zero.

3)cws is the ring of all matrices (ars; r, s£A2) over P with all (or8; r£A2) in E2.

Let 5/ be the element of E2 which has 1 in the ith place and 0 elsewhere,

i£A2. Then (5/ ; i£A2) is a proper P-basis of E2.

For ^IGSWo., A'ElWIu2, the correspondence

/Ü 0\
A<^[       ) = A'

\0 0/

defines an isomorphism between Wu and a subring of 9D?<u2. (Under a different

correspondence, 9Jc„ and 3Dc„2 can be shown to be actually isomorphic.) Using

the notation of direct sum, A<-yA' =A -f-0.

If A is reducible so that a=P[A ]h+P[A ]h + • ■ ■ , then define

£/ = (£,■> ßco+i; j'£A), all a„+i = 0: thus £/ GS2. Then

H2 = J»f4']& + PU']?2 + ■ • • + P[A']8l+1 + P[A']8l+2 + ■■■ ,

so that A' is also reducible.

Theorem 6.12. If A is reducible, then A' is similar to B+Nh where PE9JcM

is in reduced form and k is an integer or w.

To prove this, let

S2 = P[A']V{ + P[A']r,i + ■■■ + P[A']ZI + P\A'}il + ... 4- P[A'\U,

the £/ being regular and the 17/ non-regular, with hi{x) the minimum annihi-

lator of »7/. The degree of hi(x) is labeled nt. Then T'(£WlW2 can be chosen

(assuming k finite) as

r = (vi,A'v{, ■■■, 4'«-v. vi.A'vi, ■ ■■, A'»r-iV2\...,{/, h,....

A'h.A'h, ■ • • ,^'^',...).

Theorem 6.3 is seen to carry over for 2s, and thus

T'-^A'T = B + Nk,

B reduced. If k = 00, the £/ in P' can be arranged as in Theorem 6.11.
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From Theorem 2.2, we see that every reducible matrix A of 3Jl^ has an

associated characteristic matrix. The characteristic matrix of a reducible

matrix is of importance in determining the similarity of matrices, as the fol-

lowing theorem shows.

Theorem 6.13. Two reducible matrices A and B of SR« are similar if and

only if their characteristic matrices are equal.

To establish this, first assume that a = P[A ]h+P[A ]£2 + • ■ • and

B=T~1AT. Then, by Theorem 6.6, E = P[B]n1+P[B]r>i+ ■ ■ • , where

7]i=T~1h- For any m(x)£.P[x], m(A)!ji=Tm(B)rii, so 77» is regular with re-

spect to P[B] if is regular with respect to P[A ]. Also, if m(x) is the mini-

mum annihilator of £< with respect to P [A ], m(x) is the minimum annihilator

of 7)i with respect to P[P]. Thus the characteristic matrix of A equals the

characteristic matrix of B.

Now assume A and B have the same characteristic matrix. For any

proper P[/l]-basis (t-i> £2, • • • , Vu V2, ' ' ' ) of S, £< regular and 17,- minimally

annihilated by nti(x), being the degree of mi, there exists a proper P[P]-

basis (fi, £2, • • • , Vu V2, ■ ■ ■ ) of S with regular and ijt- minimally annihi-

ated by mi(x). There is a 1-1 correspondence |i<-*£<, Tjt<—>t7,- between these

two bases. Then let

T = ({1, ft,       • • • Ah, £2,772, ̂2, • • • , A«^, A% Ah, it,  - - ),

and 5 be the same as T with A replaced throughout by B. Then

T~1AT = S~1BS, so A and P are similar, and the theorem is established.

Theorem 6.14. If A is reducible and regular, then A is similar to a matrix

in reduced form.

If S possesses a regular vector with respect to P|yl], then any proper

P[A ]-basis of S must have a regular element £. Select T as in the proof of

Theorem 6.13 with £ the first vector of T. Then T~lAT has its first row (or

column) composed of zeros. This implies P_1^4 T is not regular which means A

is not regular. Thus S can have only non-regular elements with respect to

P[v4], and the theorem follows from Theorem 6.7.

As an example of the reduction of an element of SOL to reduced form, take

A = (5i + 83, — 83, S2 — 83, — 83 4- 84, — 83 + 56, — 53 + 5e, • • • ).

It can be verified that A is algebraic with minimal equation x3 — 1 =0. Then

S, = P[A]8l+P[A](81+8i)+P[A](81+8b)+ ■ ■ ■ , with A*-\ the minimum

annihilator of 5i and A—1 the minimum annihilator of 8i + 5<, * = 4, 5, • • •.

Then T can be chosen as
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T = (Si, Si + S3, 5i + 82, Si 4- 54, Si + 5», • • • )

r-1 = (81, -Si + 83, -81 + 82, - Si + sit - 81 + s6, ■ ■ ■)

so that

T^iAT = (82, S3, 81, Sit 55, 86, • ■ ■ ).
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